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Summary
We are students of the Rotterdam Mainport University of Applied and Sciences and we have to do project 2.
The reason for this topic is that black carbon is a hot IMO topic and has some interesting subjects and
developments.
Problem description and definition.
Black carbon is a component of the exhaust gasses after incomplete fuel combustion, it is also known as ‘soot’.
Although there is no specific and unambiguous definition of black carbon, it is clear that it has an impact on
human health and it has a strong and significant effect on atmospheric warming because it is strongly light
1
absorbing.
Black carbon is a very important component of particulate matters (PM). PMs are solid and very small particles
(1/1000 millimetre) containing a variety of substances such as metals, partly combusted hydrocarbons, engine
2
wear particles and carbon .
The estimate percentage of black carbon that is emitted by commercial shipping is 1-2% of the global black
carbon emissions. Ships diesel engines emit more black carbon for the same amount of fuel than other fossil
3
fuels due to the quality of the fuel .
The IMO about black carbon:
In July 2011, the Marine Environmental Protection Committee or IMO MEPC 62 identified black carbon as an
exhaust emission component that should be subject to control under MARPOL VI. This is especially in those
4
areas where it impacts on ice in the artic.
Black carbon (BC) is otherwise known as soot. This is formed from incomplete combusted fuel. When the
maritime sector will reduce the black carbon emissions, the influence on global warming will be less. Therefore
we have the following main question: ‘How can black carbon be reduced in diesel engines on board of sea
going vessels?’
We have researched the following possible solutions: Magnetic Fuel Energizer (MFE), Diesel Particulate Filter
(DPF) and Electrostatic Precipitator (ESP). To know which solution will work, we have the following sub
questions:
 How can a Magnetic Fuel Energizer reduce black carbon emission?
 How can Electrostatic Precipitator reduce black carbon emissions?
 How can filtration reduce black carbon emissions?
We also want to know what black carbon is. Therefore we have the following sub question: What is black
carbon?

1

Investigation of appropriate control measures (abatement technologies) to reduce Black Carbon emissions
th
from international shipping - Study Report (20 of November 2012)
2
Dieselmotoren deel 2, Kees Kuiken (2007)
3
http://www.imo.org/OurWork/Environment/PollutionPrevention/AirPollution/Documents/Air%20pollution/R
eport%20IMO%20Black%20Carbon%20Final%20Report%2020%20November%202012.pdf
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Matrix BC reduction solutions
In this matrix, the basic information of the solutions are displayed, for an easy comparison. The most important
factors that play a role for an onboard solution are displayed below.
Magnetic Fuel
Electrostatic
Diesel Particulate
Energizer
Precipitator
Filter
Power consumption
Maintenance
Size
Efficiency
Reliability

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

-+/++
+

+
+/--+
+/-

The results of the above matrix are relative of each other. The characteristics of the solutions are better
described in the chapters of this report.
Because the above methods will not solve the problem of reducing the BC emission problem we came up with
an alternative solution.
A good alternative for the above named method might be afterburning. The principle of afterburning of the
exhaust gasses is that there will be a burning process in the exhaust pipe. The particles in the exhaust gasses
are particles that are not fully burnt. These particles will be burnt again so there will be less uncombusted black
carbon in the exhaust gasses. This possible solution should be investigated whether it will work on diesel
engines of sea going vessels.
Recommendation
Of all the possibilities that were researched, the electrostatic precipitator has the greatest potential to reduce
black carbon emissions. The ESP does not create backpressure, which is a major advantage with 2-stroke
engines. The particulate filter would be a better solution with 4-stroke engines that run on cleaner fuel,
because the filter consumes less power than the ESP and these engines can bear more backpressure. The
Magnetic Fuel Energizer is not recommended as a solution because the magnet has no significant influence on
the fuel flowing through the magnetic field.
A good alternative is afterburning of the exhaust gasses.
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Preface
In the second year, all Maritime Officer students of the Rotterdam Mainport University of Applied Sciences
have to do research for a project called Project 2. The principals choose the themes of the projects. All the
project groups have different topics to research. The research consists of desk and field research.
Our project group consists of the following group members:
Ewoud Kaufmann

Daan Bouman
Abel Theunis
Xander Kleiberg
Robin van Megen
We like to thank Mr. M. de Jongh for his support as principal and Mrs. M. van der Drift for guiding us during
this project. We also would like to thank SootTech, MAN Diesel & Turbo Benelux B.V. and Mr. H. Mostert for
their information and co-operation.
In this report everything can be read about our research during this project including problem definition (main)
questions, and answers to these questions
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1. Introduction
Title: Black Carbon Reduction
This report is written as part of the second year Maritime Officer of the Rotterdam Mainport University of
applied science. During this project, we will attempt to find an innovative solution for a problem in the
maritime sector.
The problem we will attempt to solve is the large amount of black carbon emission (also known as soot) by sea
going vessels.
The project team consists of the following members:

Ewoud Kaufmann
Daan Bouman
Xander Kleiberg
Robin van Megen
Abel Theunis
The stakeholders of this project about black carbon emission reduction are shipping companies that are looking
for a more innovative way to reduce their black carbon emission.

1.1 Problem description and definition
Black carbon is a component of the exhaust gases after incomplete fuel combustion, it is also known as ‘soot’.
Although there is no specific and unambiguous definition of black carbon, it is clear that it has an impact on
human health and it has a strong and significant effect on atmospheric warming because it is strongly light
5
absorbing.
Black carbon is a very important component of particulate matters (PM). PM are solid and very small particles
(1/1000 millimetre) containing a variety of substances such as metals, partly combusted hydrocarbons, engine
6
wear particles and carbon .
The estimate percentage of black carbon that is emitted by commercial shipping is 1-2% of the global black
carbon emissions. Ships diesel engines emit more black carbon for the same amount of fuel than other fossil
7
fuels due to the quality of the fuel .

1.1.1 Black carbon effects on the arctic
“We conclude that decreasing concentrations of sulphate aerosols and increasing concentrations of black
8
carbon (BC) have substantially contributed to rapid Arctic warming during the past three decades .”
The increasing of BC concentrations will probably increase even more due to melting Arctic ice, which will open
new shipping routes increasing arctic shipping. It seems logic that the black carbon emitted directly in the
Arctic has more effect than outside arctic emissions, but a recent study shows that black carbon emitted in
mid-latitudes (28–60° N) may be more important for the arctic climate change than BC emissions in the Arctic
9
itself .
This means that black carbon controlling strategies should also focus on black carbon sources outside the Arctic
region.

5

Investigation of appropriate control measures (abatement technologies) to reduce Black Carbon emissions
th
from international shipping - Study Report (20 of November 2012)
6
Dieselmotoren deel 2, Kees Kuiken (2007)
7
http://www.imo.org/OurWork/Environment/PollutionPrevention/AirPollution/Documents/Air%20pollution/R
eport%20IMO%20Black%20Carbon%20Final%20Report%2020%20November%202012.pdf
8
Shindell, D. and Faluvegi, G., 2009, Climate response to regional radiative forcing during the twentieth century
9
(M. Sand, T. K. Berntsen, J. E. Kay, J. F. Lamarque, Ø. Seland, and A. Kirkevåg, 2013, The Arctic response to
remote and local forcing of black carbon).
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1.1.2 Black carbon and IMO
In July 2011 the Marine Environmental Protection Committee or IMO MEPC 62 identified black carbon as an
exhaust emission component that should be subject to control under MARPOL VI, specifically in those areas
10
where it impacts on ice in the arctic area .

1.2 Desired situation.




IMO rules in MARPOL annex VI.
Reduction of the black carbon emissions from ships diesel engines.
Looking for possible solutions that has proven on land and that will be applicable on sea.

1.3 Problem definition






Black carbon plays a large role in climate change, especially in the arctic.
Black carbon has a negative effect on human health.
Black carbon emission reduction methods should not only focus on arctic shipping, but also on other
regions.
The IMO agrees that black carbon is a problem and that is should be controlled under MARPOL VI.
The maritime sector has a large influence on the emission of particulate matter.

1.4 Objective
To research if and how Magnetic Fuel Energizer, Electrostatic Precipitator, and exhaust filtration can contribute
to the reduction of black carbon emissions from marine diesel engines.

1.5 Main question
How can black carbon be reduced in diesel engines on board of sea going vessels?

1.6 Sub questions
1. What is black carbon?
2. How can a Magnetic Fuel Energizer reduce black carbon emissions?
2.1 What is magnetic fuel energizing?
2.2 How reliable is magnetic fuel energizing?
2.3 How will the installation be applied on board?
2.4 How much energy does magnetic fuel energizing cost?
3. How can electrostatic precipitator reduce black carbon emissions?
3.1 What is electrostatic precipitator?
3.2 How reliable is an electrostatic precipitator?
3.3 How will the installation be applied on board?
3.4 How much energy does an electrostatic precipitator cost?
4. How can filtration reduce black carbon emissions?
4.1 What is black carbon filtration?
4.2 How reliable is black carbon filtration?
4.3 How will the installation be applied on board?
4.4 How much energy does black carbon filtration cost?

10

IMO MEPC 62 July 2011
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1.7 Research methods
For this research, we used both desk and field research. We began with desk research. During this research, we
used the following techniques: problem analysis, literature study, case study and theories. The next step was
field research. During this research, we used the following methods: interviews and pictures.
We used four types of research to answer the sub questions:

1.7.1 Quantitative research:
This method will be used to collect numerical data or data that can be transformed into useable statistics. It is
used to compare different objects with the same parameters.

1.7.2 Qualitative research:
This method will mainly be used as an exploring research. Qualitative research does not use numbers and facts
but information that is not able to put into statistics such as underlying reasons, opinions and motivations.

1.7.3 Desk research:
This type of research will use already existing information. Earlier completed researches are being used.

1.7.4 Field research:
Collecting, analyzing and interpreting data for which one should perform his own research. These data are not
to find out through desk-research.
The schedule below shows the type of research used for every sub question:

Sub question
1

Info
Qualitative

Which method
Literature and interview

Specific
Mr. H. Mostert and MAN Diesel

2
3

Qualitative
Qualitative and
Quantitative
Qualitative and
Quantitative

Literature
Literature

Axces emission technology BV

Literature and interview

SootTech

& Turbo Benelux B.V

4

1.8 Project boundaries
In this project we have researched methods to reduce black carbon emissions in the maritime sector. We tried
to understand and describe what this technology actually means and how the process works.
Concerning the specifics, we have researched the availability of this method regarding marine fuels, e.g. heavy
fuel oils and medium diesel oils as well as maritime technologies and whether these are useful and effective.
We did not investigate the financial aspects of these subjects, other than an estimation of the relative costs
and profitability.

8

1.9 Engine
When we compared the different engines, we chose the Wärtsilä RT-flex60C. This is a reasonably standard
engine. This engine is also used on the Wladyslaw Orkan. The length of this vessel is 199m and the breadth is
11
26m. This engine it has a service speed of 19.2knots . Figure 1.1 is a picture of a vessel in which the Wärtsilä
RT-flex60C is used for the main propulsion. It is a 2-stroke engine with 8-cylinders. The power of the engine is
12
±18,000KW at 90 to 130rpm . We expect the solution for the reduction of black carbon emission to work on
other 2-stroke engines, if this is working on this engine. The Wärtsilä RT-flex60C is fully compliant with all the
IMO Tier II emissions regulations. Figure 1.2 is a picture of this engine.
For more information about the engine see appendix I.

Figure 1. 1
Figure 1. 2

11
12

http://www.wartsila.com/en/references/Wladislaw-Orkan
http://www.wartsila.com/en/engines/low-speed-engines/RT-flex60C
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2. Black carbon
In this chapter, the answer to the sub question, “What is black carbon? ” will be given.
This chapter will tell more about how black carbon is created, the health effects and the climate effects.
The chapter is made with qualitative en quantitative information collected from literature, the internet,
Mr. H. Mostert and MAN Diesel & Turbo Benelux B.V
Ships are powered by engines and fuels that, like other transportation modes, emit CO 2 and water vapor,
nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO) and particulate matter (PM) including black
carbon (BC). Most oceangoing ships burn low-quality residual fuels that tend to contain high amounts of
13
particulates from soot (black carbon), sulfur aerosols, ash and heavy metals .
Black carbon (BC) was the first pollutant to be recognized as having a significant environmental impact. Yet it is
one of the last to be studied by the contemporary atmospheric research community. At the moment, there are
researches being done by multiple organizations, research groups, university and environmental groups such as
EPA (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency), the Artic Council, Department of Chemical and Environmental
Engineering and the University of California.
Ship engine manufacturers are not thinking about reducing the emission of black carbon because there are no
14
laws for it yet . As soon as there are laws by the IMO such as the ANNEX VI about progressive reduction
globally in emissions of SOx, NOx and the introduction of emission control areas (ECAs) to reduce emissions of
15
those air pollutants further in designated sea areas .
Reducing black carbon from ships could slowdown global warming, buying time for further steps to reduce the
large amount of black carbon. Reducing BC emission would also help improving living conditions in major port
cities because it affects the health.

2.1 Black carbon
Black carbon, more commonly known as soot, is made up of fine particles created by the incomplete
combustion of a carbon fuel source. This is not only of fossil fuels but also with biofuels and biomass. BC forms
during combustion, and is emitted when there is insufficient oxygen and heat available for the combustion
process to burn the fuel completely. BC originates as tiny spherules, ranging in size from 0.001 to 0.005
micrometres (μm), which aggregate to form particles of larger sizes (0.1 to 1 μm). Particles in this range are an
16
important constituent of the ultra-fine (<100 nanometres (nm)) subclass of PM2.5 .
Ageing engines and poor engine maintenance can also contribute to incomplete combustion. In 1860, the
famous scientist Michael Faraday gave some lectures about “the chemical history of the candle”. Faraday
recognized that soot was composed of carbon and that it was produced by the incomplete combustion of
17
carbon-containing fuels .

13

nd

Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment 2009 Report 2 print
http://www.pame.is/mwg-internal/de5fs23hu73ds/progress?id=BC6rXKezxh
14
Appendix II
15
http://www.imo.org/OurWork/Environment/PollutionPrevention/AirPollution/Pages/Air- Pollution.aspx
16
http://www.epa.gov/blackcarbon/2012report/Chapter2.pdf
17
(Faraday, M., Chemical History of a Candle, Harper, New York, 1861)
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2.2 Health effects
Black carbon has negative influences on the human health and wellbeing. Black carbon belongs to particulate
matter subclass 2.5(PM2.5). The particles are so small that they can infiltrate the deepest recesses of the lungs
18
and cause significant damage to the respiratory system . The effects of this particulate matter are mostly
19
cardiovascular complications and could lead to a premature death .

2.3 Climate effects
Until the last few years there were only concerns about CO2, but the last
few years the world is talking more about NOx, SOx and black carbon
emissions. The main difference between CO2 and black carbon is that CO2
is such a small molecule, it is under normal circumstances always a gas.
Therefore, the largest amount of the CO2 is located in the atmosphere.
Whereas black carbon is a solid particle and descends back on the earth.
CO2 is called a greenhouse gas: that means that it can prevent the reflected
solar radiation from the earth to go back into space. Increase in CO2
concentration ensures the enhanced greenhouse effect and lies at the root
of climate change (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2. 1
The most sensitive regions of the world are the Arctic and the Himalaya.
As showed in Figure 2.2, ice and snow are clean it will reflect light from
the sun back. Figure 2.3 shows when black carbon deposits on snow and ice.
Black carbon reduces the ability to reflect sunlight and absorbs the light.
Because of this reduction in the ability to reflect sunlight the snow and ice on
20
the Artic will heat up and melt . This is illustrated in the pictures on the right.
The melting of glaciers and other large ice masses do not only contribute to the
rise of global sea levels, but also adds significant amounts of fresh water to salty
oceans, which could shift ocean circulation patterns that affect the climate.

Black carbon stays in the atmosphere for only several days to weeks,
whereas carbon dioxide (CO2) has an atmospheric lifetime of more than 100
21
years .
Because black carbon has a short lifetime, any changes in the emission of black
carbon should be noticeable on a short time scale.
The PM has negative effects on the ecosystems, reduced agricultural production
and also material damage.

Figure 2. 2

2.4 Conclusion
Black carbon, more commonly known as soot, is made up of fine particles
created by the incomplete combustion of a carbon fuel, biofuels or biomass
source. Black carbon belongs to particulate matter subclass 2.5(PM2.5). The
Figure 2. 3
particles are so small that they can infiltrate the deepest recesses of the lungs
and cause significant damage to the respiratory system. The most sensitive regions of the world are the Arctic
and the Himalaya. When black carbon deposits on snow and ice, it reduces the ability to reflect sunlight and
absorbs the light. Because of this reduction in the ability to reflect sunlight the snow and ice on the Artic will
heat up and melt.

18

http://www.epa.gov/particles/basic.html
http://greenopedia.com/article/effects-black-carbon-health-and-climate
20
http://www.epa.gov/airtrends/2010/dl_graph.html
21
(V. Ramanathan and G. Carmichael, Global and regional climate changes due to black carbon, 1
Nature Geoscience 221-22 (23 March 2008)
19
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3. Magnetic Fuel Energizing
In this chapter, the question “How can magnetic fuel energizing reduce black carbon emissions?” is divided into
four sub-questions. The Magnetic Fuel Energizer (MFE) should improve the combustion process and as a result,
decrease black carbon production. Most internal combustion engine fuels are liquid and are not combusted
until they are vaporized and mixed with air. If this mixing process can be optimized, efficiency can be increased,
fuel costs can be decreased and the air pollution can be reduced as well. The information in this chapter was
gathered through qualitative research.

3.1 Basics of the fuel energizer
The magnetic fuel energizer is basically a magnet installed around the fuel line that runs to the engine. The fuel
is positively charged by the monopolar (Figure 3.1) magnetic field, which causes it to attract the negative
charge of the oxygen molecules in the combustion area. The magnet used is a neodymium magnet, or neo
magnet. It consists of neodymium, iron and boron. It is one of the strongest permanent magnets produced. So
the MFE principle relies on magnetism. Magnetism is a physical phenomenon that shows itself in forces
between magnets or magnetized objects. It exerts forces on these objects or on electric charges. This force is
expressed in a magnetic field. A magnetic field can be produced in two ways. It can be produced by a normal
magnet and an electrical current. It was discovered that particles tend to act differently under the influence of
a magnetic field. The harmonic flow of the magnetic field tends to damp the chaos of particle flows. The MFE
uses only one magnetic pole to energize the fuel causing it to be charged.
A charge is a certain amount of electrons, which are either absent (positive charge) or present (negative
charge). When the fluid is positively charged, it will repel the positively charged piping. But the piping cannot
contain a positive charge at all times. Since it is unlikely to be isolated, the charge is conducted and distributed
throughout the vessels hull. Once it enters the combustion area, it will come in contact with the negatively
charged oxygen and attract them, resulting in a better mixing process. However, it states that the magnet
alters the charge of the hydrocarbon atoms. 22 Though a magnetic field cannot create a positive, or a negative
charge.
Fossil fuels consist primarily of hydrocarbon molecules. The hydrogen particles in these hydrocarbon molecules
can differ in isometric state; there are two states: The ortho-hydrogen and the para-hydrogen23. (Figure 3.2)
With ortho-hydrogen, the electrons rotate in the same direction, whereas the para-hydrogen has contrarotating electrons. Under the influence of the monopolar magnetic field, the electron spin is changed from
para-hydrogen isometric state to ortho-hydrogen isometric state. This should raise its volatility and therefore
increase the combustion efficiency.

Monopole magnetic fields24
Figure 3.1

Ortho- and para-hydrogens25
Figure 3.2

Besides increasing combustion efficiency, the Magnetic Fuel Energizer keeps the fuel pipe free of tarnish,
which, according to Appendix III page 5, can be explained through ‘Faraday’s law of electrolysis.’ This law states
that the mass of substance deposited or liberated from a solution is directly proportional to the quantity of
charge that flows through the circuit. This should lead to cleaner pipes, filters and/or heat exchangers as the
minerals will not be deposited.
22

Appendix III, magnetizer maritime, page 5
http://chemwiki.ucdavis.edu/Physical_Chemistry/Quantum_Mechanics/Electronic_Structure/Ortho_and_Par
a_hydrogen
24
http://ffden-2.phys.uaf.edu/212_fall2003.web.dir/Aaron_Behnen/pictures/monopolefieldlines.JPG
25
http://image.tutorvista.com/content/hydrogen/ortho-para-hydrogen.jpeg
23
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3.2 Size of the Magnetic Fuel Energizer
The magnetic fuel energizer only consists of a magnetic ring around a fuel pipe, so the installation will be a
small sized installation. The exact measurements depend on the engine type and size and its fuel consumption,
as this influences the diameter of the pipe and therefore also the size of the installation. The construction
consists of two halves, which are bolted together over the fuel line.

3.3 Costs of the Magnetic Fuel Energizer
Since the fuel energizer is made out of a permanent magnet that is producing a magnetic field, it does not
require any electricity to create a magnetic field. This neodymium magnet has a tetragonal crystal structure,
which gives the strongest permanent magnetic field as a result. This means that it will not require any energy
to employ this device in the installation. This makes the MFE very cheap in usage.

3.4 Reliability of the Magnetic Fuel Energizer
Because the installation basically consists of only a magnetic ring and does not have any moving parts or
electrical wiring it is a relatively simple construction. This has the advantage that it barely requires any
maintenance and it is very unlikely to malfunction.

3.5 Magnetic Fuel Energizer applied on board
The magnetic fuel energizer will be placed on the main engine's fuel line, which runs through the engine room.
Its position should be just before it enters the engine. Here it should have the largest effect on the fuel.

3.6 Advantages of the Magnetic Fuel Energizer





The device is very small.
It does not require any external energy sources.
Purchase of the energizer is relatively cheap.
It does not require any maintenance.

3.7 Disadvantages of the Magnetic Fuel Energizer
 It’s effects are doubtful

3.8 Conclusion
The Magnetic Fuel energizer is a simple device that would increase fuel efficiency and reduces tarnish deposit.
Because it is such a simple device, it does not require any maintenance, nor does it consume any energy.
However, we do not have enough evidence to prove whether or not it works. A magnetic field cannot alternate
a charge in atoms, isometric states of the hydrocarbon molecules do not affect the volatility and pipes
are not charged. Therefore it is not yet fit for usage and should be further investigated.
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4. Electrostatic Precipitator
In this chapter, qualitative and quantitative research is used as a methodology to research the question: How
can electrostatic precipitation reduce black carbon emissions?
An electrostatic precipitator (ESP) is an emission control unit designed intended to remove solid particles from
(exhaust) gas streams. There are many different types of electrostatic precipitators with the same basic
principles. In this chapter, only one type will be described in detail. This chapter will explain what electrostatic
filtration is, how it is used and the advantages/disadvantages for use on board seagoing vessels with diesel
engines. The content is based on information available from books and genuine documents from the internet.

4.1 Electrostatic filtration
An atom contains protons, neutrons and electrons. As previously explained in chapter 3: Protons are positively
charged, electrons are negatively charged and neutrons are not charged. Together the atom is neutral. If the
amount of protons and electrons is not equal, the atom is charged as showed in Figure 4.1. Positively charged
26
particles attract negatively charged particles .

Figure 4. 1

Negatively charged

The electrostatic force caused by this charging can be used to filter solid particles out of gas streams. The basic
method for this can be seen in Figure 4.2, viewed from above. Wires placed in the gas stream conduct a high
voltage current which creates an electric field that charges the gas. The charged gas then sticks to the particles.
The more charged gas molecules stick to the particle, the more the particle is attracted to the collecting
27
plates .

Figure 4.2

26
27

B.W Gijsbertsen, Elektrotechniek deel 1, 1996.
http://www.neundorfer.com/FileUploads/CMSFiles/ESP%20Operation[0].pdf
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4.2 Electrostatic precipitation device
The method of electrostatic filtration is explained above, but an electrostatic precipitator is a complete device
that not only filters out the particles but is also removing them completely out of the gas flow. Figure 4.3 shows
what the device would look like. The gas will flow into the device and along the high voltage discharge wires.
There the actual filtration process will take place as previously explained.

Figure 4.3

When the layer of solid particles on the collecting plates is relatively thick, 0.08 to 1.27cm, it will be removed.
The so-called rappers will remove the solid particles by shaking the collecting plates. The solid particles will fall
into containers below. These containers are called hoppers. From there, the solid particles will be carried by
conveyor to a storage container. During this process, the gas can continue to flow without creating
backpressure. This would be an advantage when the ESP is positioned in the exhaust gas stream of a diesel
engine.
The collecting plates are usually made of carbon steel, but ship’s diesel engines emit corrosive gasses.
Especially when the engines run on heavy fuel oil (HFO). For use on board of seagoing vessels a better material
would be an alloy steel that is more resistant to corrosion. The spacing between the collecting plates and
discharge wires is important because with high voltage and little space between the discharge wires and
collecting plates, sparks can occur. These sparks cause a loss of the electric field for a short period of time.
So for high collecting efficiency the plates and wires should be as compact as possible without creating too
28
many sparks when operating .

28

http://www.neundorfer.com/FileUploads/CMSFiles/ESP%20Components[0].pdf
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4.3 Exhaust flow calculation
In this sub-chapter the exhaust gas flow will be calculated. This data is required to calculate the size and power
consumption. The used data are based on the largest version of the engine at maximum capacity.
Engine: Wärtsilä RT-flex60C
Specific fuel consumption: 170 g/kWh
Maximum power output: 21780 kW
Bore: 0.6m
Stroke: 2.25m
Number of cylinders: 9
Max rpm = 114 = 1.9 revolutions per second
Mean effective pressure: 20 bar
P = power output in Watt
pme = mean effective pressure in Pascal
Vd = displacement volume in cubic metre
Nc = number of revolutions per power stroke (for a 4-stroke engine Nc = 2)
n = number of revolutions per second
29

4.4 Power consumption
On board vessels, the power required and size of the device are probably the most important factors because
power means fuel consumption and size is limited.
3
The power needed for the ESP to operate is given in watts per 1000m gas an hour. For high collecting
3
30
efficiency, the power range is between 60 and 300 watts per 1000m /hour .

4.5 Size
The optimal gas speed through the ESP is between 1,5 and 2,0 m/s. With the volumes of gas that has to be
processed within a certain period of time, the size of the filtration section of the ESP can be calculated. The
precise length required for the ESP can only be determined by testing the ESP on this exact engine, but the
estimate length will be 3 to 4m.

29
30

Heywood, J. B., "Internal Combustion Engine Fundamentals", McGraw-Hill Inc., 1988
http://www.neundorfer.com/knowledge_base/electrostatic_precipitators.aspx#itp
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4.6 Electrical system
The main components used in the ESPs electrical system are:
 Transformer, which will transform the voltage from around 400 volts to approximately 50,000 volts.
This high voltage is required for charging the gas molecules.
 High voltage rectifier, so there will be a direct current instead of an alternating current produced by
generators.
 Measuring components. The measured processes are the primary voltage, primary current, secondary
voltage, secondary current and sparks per minute. Primary voltage and current is before the power is
transformed, secondary current and voltage is after transformation to high voltage.
The sparks measured are, the sparks between the wires and plates as previously described. When
there are too many sparks, the voltage should be reduced.
 Control components, for example circuit breakers and voltage controllers.

4.7 Particle resistivity
Resistivity is the resistance to conduct electricity. This is an important variable with electrostatic filtration
because too high or too low resistivity can reduce ESP efficiency. When the resistivity is very low, a particle can
lose its charge quickly on the collecting plates. This causes the risk that the particle will re-enter the gas flow.
When the resistivity is high, the particles can be hard to charge causing the particles to flow past the collecting
-5
-5
plates. Black carbon is an example of low resistivity particles ranging from 3x10 Ω.m to 60x10 Ω.m.

4.8 Reliability
Compared to the diesel particulate filter and Magnetic Fuel Energizer, the Electrostatic Precipitator has a higher
risk of failure because is it a more complex system. There are heavy moving parts like the rappers and there is
an electrical system that needs to be maintained and monitored. This means that the ESP will take up time
from the crew to keep its reliability.

4.9 ESP applied on board
The ESP is a device that filters out solid particles from the exhaust, this means that the ESP will be placed
between the engine en the funnel. Since it is a high maintenance machine, the best place would be somewhere
in the engine room where it can be accessed well. The exhaust gas temperature could also influence the
placement of the ESP. If the ESP is placed directly after the exhaust turbine, the gas temperature might be too
high. The ESP should be placed on the exhaust flow, in a good accessible place where the exhaust gasses are
not too hot.

4.10 Advantages




Very high collecting efficiency, if designed and maintained properly.
ESP does not create pressure in the exhaust gas flow.
Can continue to operate during removal of collected solid particles.

4.11 Disadvantages





An ESP device is large, up to several metres in height, length and width. Space on a ship is limited and
therefore expensive.
Relatively high power consumption compared to other emission control units such as the particulate
filter.
Carbon resistivity, causing it to easily re-enter the gas flow.
High maintenance.

4.12 Conclusion
The ESP is a product that would reduce black carbon (and other PM) on board of seagoing vessels, but there
are disadvantages that challenge its efficiency. The size and power consumption of the ESP cannot be improved
without reducing its collecting efficiency. The only disadvantage that can be improved is re-entrainment of low
resistive particles like black carbon. The solution or improvement for the problem lies in the design of the
collecting plate. Even when that problem is tackled it is still questionable that ship designers or ship owners
would consider such a heavy, power consuming high maintenance machine on board of their ship.
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5. Diesel Particulate Filter
In this chapter, the sub question, “How can filtration reduce black carbon emissions? ” will be answered.
This chapter will tell more about what black carbon filtration is and if this is a good solution for the black
carbon problem. The questions in this chapter have been answered in a quantitative and qualitative way with
the means of desk and field research. The desk research consists of looking at many internet pages and
comparing the information of these websites. For the field research there, was contact with a company called
31
Soottech . They gave a lot of information on one of their filters, the Combikat and if it could work with 2stroke engines.
The diesel particulate filter is already been used in cars and trucks and the results are that the diesel particulate
filter does reduce particulate matter (PM). This could mean that the diesel particulate filter could also work on
the engine of vessels and can reduce the black carbon in emissions from these vessels.

5.1 Black carbon filtration
The most efficient Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) is the wall-flow filter. The basis for the design of wall-flow
filters is a honeycomb structure with alternate channels plugged at opposite ends. When the gases pass into
the open end of a channel, the plug at the opposite end forces the gases through the porous wall of the
32
honeycomb channel and out through the neighboring channel . For the visualization of this DPF, see Figure
33
5.1. This technology is already used in some truck engines and train engines . The DPF can accumulate and
combust PM within the filter element to achieve greater than 80% reductions in PM emissions. The combustion
34
of PM in a filter occurs during regeneration . Regeneration occurs when the filter element reaches the
temperature required for combustion of the accumulated PM, converting it primarily to ash, carbon dioxide
(CO2) and water (H2O). The problem with the filter is the fact that it creates backpressure and 2-stroke engines
35
cannot have much backpressure. The 2-stroke engine can only have 30 mbar of backpressure .

Figure 5. 1

31

Appendix IV
http://www.meca.org/technology/technology-details?id=6&name=Particulate%20Filters
33
http://www.cimac.com/cimac_cms/uploads/explorer/Working%20groups/black_carbon.pdf
34
http://epa.gov/cleandiesel/documents/420f10027.pdf
35
The Wärtsilä RT-flex60C marine installation manual page 139
32
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5.2 Regeneration
When the engine is running and the filter is collecting the PM, the filter will fill up and there will be a large
amount of backpressure. To stop this from happening the system regenerates its self. During the regeneration,
the filter will be cleaned of PM using the heat of the engine. When the right temperature is reached, the black
carbon will be burnt and the filter will be clean again. There are two types of filter regeneration: passive and
active. Passive regenerations will start when the right temperature is reached with the exhaust gasses. Active
regeneration will also use a little fuel to get the right temperature. The advantage of the active regeneration is
that it can also start the regeneration when the engine is not running.

5.3 Reliability of the DPF
According to the AA (Automobile Association) the DPF reduces approximately 80% of the soot. The problem is
that sometimes the engine cannot perform the regeneration of the filter because of a too low temperature if
36
the regeneration is in progress . This problem is unlikely to occur on vessels because the temperature of the
engine is virtually consistent when sailing across the ocean. This means that the regeneration can just go on
and the filter will be clean again.

5.4 Size of the system
The size will depend on how much power the engine can deliver and how much backpressure the engine can
bear. The problem with decreasing the backpressure is that the size of the DPF will be bigger and how bigger
the DPF the les black carbon is filtered. The size of the DPF will be almost as big as the engine itself. With this
problem, it is impossible to install this installation on existing ships.

5.5 Energy costs of the DPF
The energy costs of the DPF are not very high because the DPF uses the exhaust gasses to get the right
37
temperature so that the regeneration can occur . This is the passive regeneration. Active regeneration can ask
extra fuel to get the right temperature for the regenerations.

5.6 DPF applied on board
The DPF must be installed after the engine so that the exhaust gasses can flow though the filter. The precise
places of the DPF will differ on every ship because the DPF needs a lot of space.

5.7 Advantages




The DPF will filter almost 80% of the black carbon.
Cleaning of the filter can be achieved with the lost heat of the exhaust gasses.
It will not consume a large amount of energy because its uses the exhaust heat to regenerate.

5.8 Disadvantages




36
37

This filter creates a lot of backpressure and 2-stroke engines cannot bear much backpressure.
Because of the backpressure, the installation has to be very large and it will lose a bit of its filtration
capabilities.
An extra filter is needed so one filter can be used while the other one can be cleaned.

http://www.theaa.com/motoring_advice/fuels-and-environment/diesel-particulate-filters.html
http://epa.gov/cleandiesel/documents/420f10027.pdf
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5.9 Conclusion
The DPF is a device that will reduce black carbon (and other PM) on board of seagoing vessels. The power
consumption of the DPF is almost nothing because it is using the heat of the exhaust gasses to clean its self.
The problem is that the 2-stroke engine can only bear a limited a amount of backpressure. Therefore the DPF
will be as large as the engine itself because the maximum backpressure must not be exceeded.
Unless there is a solution for the backpressure that the DPF creates or to increase the maximum backpressure
on the engine. Therefore DPF will not be a solution for the black carbon reduction on vessels where the engine
can only have a little amount of backpressure. For the DPF to work the maximum backpressure of 2-stroke
engines has to be higher. If this problem can be solved, the DPF is a good method to decrease the black carbon
in the exhaust gasses.
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Conclusion
Black carbon
Black carbon, more commonly known as soot, is made up of fine particles created by the incomplete
combustion of a carbon fuel, biofuels or biomass source. Black carbon belongs to particulate matter subclass
2.5(PM2.5). The particles are so small that they can infiltrate the deepest recesses of the lungs and cause
significant damage to the respiratory system. The most sensitive regions of the world are the Arctic and the
Himalaya. When black carbon deposits on snow and ice, it reduces the ability to reflect sunlight and absorbs
the light. Because of this reduction in the ability to reflect sunlight the snow and ice on the Artic will heat up
and melt.
Magnetic Fuel Energizer
The Magnetic Fuel energizer is a simple device that would increase fuel efficiency and reduces tarnish deposit.
Because it is such a simple device, it does not require any maintenance, nor does it consume any energy.
However, we do not have enough evidence to prove whether or not it works. A magnetic field cannot alternate
a charge in atoms, isometric states of the hydrocarbon molecules do not affect the volatility and pipes
are not charged. Therefore it is not yet fit for usage and should be further investigated.

Electrostatic precipitator
The ESP is a product that would reduce black carbon (and other PM) on board of seagoing vessels, but there
are disadvantages that challenge its efficiency. The size and power consumption of the ESP cannot be improved
without reducing its collecting efficiency. The only disadvantage that can be improved is re-entrainment of low
resistive particles like black carbon. The solution or improvement for the problem lies in the design of the
collecting plate. Even when that problem is tackled it is still questionable that ship designers or ship owners
would consider such a heavy, power consuming high maintenance machine on board of their ship.
Diesel Particulate Filter
The DPF is a device that will reduce black carbon (and other PM) on board of seagoing vessels. The power
consumption of the DPF is almost nothing because it is using the heat of the exhaust gasses to clean its self.
The problem is that the 2-stroke engine can only bear a limited a amount of backpressure. Therefore the DPF
will be as large as the engine itself because the maximum backpressure must not be exceeded.
Unless there is a solution for the backpressure that the DPF creates or to increase the maximum backpressure
on the engine. Therefore DPF will not be a solution for the black carbon reduction on vessels where the engine
can only have a little amount of backpressure. For the DPF to work the maximum backpressure of 2-stroke
engines has to be higher. If this problem can be solved, the DPF is a good method to decrease the black carbon
in the exhaust gasses.
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Main question
Our main question was: How can black carbon be reduced in diesel engines on board of sea going vessels? All
three of the solutions should be tested on engines to determine if they work in practice.
Matrix BC reduction solutions
In this matrix, the basic information of the solutions are displayed, for an easy comparison. The most important
factors that play a role for an onboard solution are displayed below.
Magnetic Fuel
Electrostatic
Diesel Particulate
Energizer
Precipitator
Filter
Power consumption
Maintenance
Size
Efficiency
Reliability

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

-+/++
+

+
+/--+
+/-

The results of the above matrix are relative of each other. The characteristics of the solutions are better
described in the chapters of this report.
Because of the above methods will not solve the problem of reducing the BC emission problem we came up
with an alternative solution.
A good alternative for the above named methods might be afterburning.
The principle of afterburning of the exhaust gasses is that there will be a burning process in the exhaust pipe.
The particles in the exhaust gasses are particles that are not fully burnt. These particles will be burnt again so
there will be less not combusted black carbon in the exhaust gasses. This possible solution should be
investigated whether it will work on diesel engines of sea going vessels.
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Recommendation
Of all the possibilities that were researched, the electrostatic precipitator has the most potential to reduce
black carbon emissions. The ESP does not create backpressure, which is an important advantage with 2-stroke
engines. The particulate filter would be a better solution with 4-stroke engines that run on cleaner fuel,
because the filter consumes less power than the ESP and these engines can bear more backpressure. The
Magnetic Fuel Energizer is not recommended as a solution because the magnet has no significant influence on
the fuel flowing through the magnetic field.
A good alternative is afterburning of the exhaust gasses.
Before afterburning will be used in the maritime sector it needs to be researched. First needs to be found out
what afterburning is and if it is already been used in other industries such as in the automotive industry or in
factories.
The next step is to determine what temperature is needed to combust the not fully burnt particles. The size of
the installation will probably depend on this and how much exhaust gas flow it can process.
After the minimum temperature, size and gas flow there needs to be determinant where the installation can be
applied on board. This is an important part of the research because of the functionality of the installation will
depend on the placement. An important aspect for the shipping companies is the costs. This has to be
researched before the afterburner is fully installed in a sea going vessel.
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List of abbreviations
PM:
BC:
IMO:
MARPOL:
μm:
nm:
CO2:
MFE:
ESP:
DPF:
AA:

Particle matter
Black carbon
International maritime organization
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships
-6
micrometre (1 x 10 m)
-9
nanometre (1 x 10 m)
Carbon-di-oxide
Magnetic Fuel Energizer
electrostatic precipitator
diesel particulate filter
Automobile Association
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Appendix I
Wärtsilä RT-flex60C, version B

IMO Tier II

Cylinder bore

600 mm

Piston stroke

2250 mm

Speed

91-114 rpm

Mean effective pressure at R1

20.0 bar

Stroke / bore

3.75

Rated power, principal dimensions and weights
Cyl.

Output in kW at
114 rpm

Lenght A
mm

Weight
tonnes

91 rpm

R1

R2

R3

R4

5

12 100

8 450

9 650

8 450

6 638

268

6

14 520

10 140

11 580

10 140

7 678

322

7

16 940

11 830

13 510

11 830

8 718

377

8

19 360

13 520

15 440

13 520

9 758

428

9

21 780

15 210

17 370

15 210

10 798

480

Dimensions
mm

B

C

D

E

3 700

1 300

8 570

3 660

F1

F2

F3

G

10 500

10 470

9 770

1 955
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Brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) in g/kWh
Full load
Rating point

R1

R2

R3

R4

BMEP, bar

20.0

14.0

20.0

17.5

170

164

170

166

BSFC

RT-flex

Standard Tuning

Part load, % of R1

85

70

85

70

60

RT-flex tuning variant

Standard

Standard

Delta

Delta

Low-Load

BSFC

166.4

166.0

165.7

164.5

162.2
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Appendix II
Vraag project groep 13-01-2014
Samen met 4 medestudenten zijn wij bezig met een project over de uitstoot van black carbon en de
vermindering hiervan.
Heeft u hier meer informatie over?
Heeft uw bedrijf al een oplossing voor de uitstoot van black carbon van scheepsdieselmotoren?

Antwoord MAN Diesel & Turbo Benelux B.V 09 januari 2014
Ik heb jullie onderstaande mail gelezen, en zal proberen jullie zo goed mogelijk te helpen.
Om jullie beter te helpen zou ik graag willen beginnen met jullie formulering van black carbon ( zwarte
rook). Bedoelen jullie de zwarte rook, die ontwikkeld word door slechte verbranding / na druppelen van de
verstuivers. OF, bedoelen jullie de rest gassen (zwavel e.d.) die vrijkomen na het verbrandingsproces in de
diesel motor.
Voor beide gevallen bieden wij een oplossing. Als jullie even exact aan kunnen geven wat jullie bedoelen en of
dit voor een twee of vier takt diesel motor is zal ik wat informatie voor jullie zoeken.

Vraag project groep 10 januari 2014
In ons project richten wij ons op het zwarte rook gedeelte.
Als voortstuwingsinstallatie gaan wij uit van de volgende motor:
Type: 2 slag wartsila 8 clinder
RPM: 90-130 rpm
Vermogen: +/- 18000KW
Hier heeft u ook de link van de website waar wij de gegevens van deze motor vandaan hebben
gehaald http://www.wartsila.com/en/engines/low-speed-engines/RT-flex60C .
Heeft het grote gevolgen voor de installatie als we het op een vier slag in plaats van een tweeslag willen
toepassen?
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Antwoord MAN Diesel & Turbo Benelux B.V 10 januari 2014
Uit je formulering begrijp ik, dat jullie dus puur kijken naar een slechte verbranding ( zware rook, roet) bij
(helaas) een Sulzer motor.
Om verbrandingen te optimaliseren zijn er bij diesel motoren ( MAN, Sulzer) verschillende mogelijkheden. Van
common-rail, andere type verstuivers, scrubbers in het uitlaat gassen kanaal en uiteraard draaien op schonere
brandstof soorten zoals LNG, MDO.
Ik doe eigenlijk alleen maar 4-slag motoren, maar ik kan bij mijn collega’s van de grote motoren wel wat
informatie voor jullie vragen. a gezien ik ook op de zeevaart school heb gezeten, begrijp ik een beetje waar
jullie mee bezig zijn.
Uiteraard zijn wij bij de “kleinere” motoren ook bezig met reductie van uitlaatgassen. Misschien hebben jullie
het al gehad over de nieuwe regels m.b.t. uitlaat gassen in de SECA area’s ?

Vraag project groep 13 januari 2014
Wij zijn vooral geïnteresseerd in de roetfilters voor het zwarte rook
gedeelte van black carbon en niet in het overgaan op een andere brandstof.
Op het moment zijn wij bezig met de Electrostatic Precipitator en de
Diesel Particulate Filter.
De electrostatic precipitator of ESP is een relatief groot apparaat
dat vaste deeltjes uit gasstromen kan filteren doormiddel van
elektrostatische kracht. Hoogspanningsdraden in de gasstroom geven
gasdeeltjes een lading. Deze geladen gasdeeltjes (ionen) hechten zich
aan de vaste deeltjes in de gasstroom. Vervolgens hechten de vaste
deeltjes zich door statische kracht aan een metalen verzamelplaat.
De ESP wordt al gebruikt voor industriële doeleinden, maar voor
gebruik aan boord vormen er nog een aantal problemen.

De Diesel Particulate Filter of DPF
De uitlaat gassen van de motor worden door een filter geleid. In de
filter worden ze door kanalen geduwd die aan 1 kant wel open zijn en
aan de andere kant niet. Dit zorgt er voor dat de uitlaat gassen door
het filter materiaal gaat en er dan schoner aan de andere kant uit
komen.
Is het misschien mogelijk dat we een keer langs komen om met u of uw
collega's te kunnen praten?

Antwoord MAN Diesel & Turbo Benelux B.V 13 januari 2014
Na een gesprek met m’n collega's van de grote motoren kunnen we je het volgende berichten over je vragen
over fijnstof ( black carbon).
Momenteel is MAN voor de 2slag motoren voor als nog bezig met reductie van Nox en Sox.
Daar marpol annex VI nog geen eisen stelt in de reductie van fijnstof. Kijk evt. Op:
http://www.schonescheepvaart.nl/emissies/fijnstof
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Appendix III
Magnetizer
maritime applications
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budgetary approval.
U.S. Navy
• New London Submarine Base, New London, CT - in diesel engine coolant storage
tanks to treat magnetically the anti-freeze, once too acidic to use, and now reusable.
• Newport News Shipyard, Teneco, VA - cooling towers
• Naval Warfare Center, Warminster, PA - cooling towers and humidifiers with serious
scale problems
Pending installations
• Naval Surface Warfare Center, Caderock Division, Piladelphia, PA - water systems
• Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, Philadelphia, PA - various water applications - order
cancelled though with announcement of closing of the shipyard - matter still pending

How does the Magnetizer work?
The Magnetizer alters the chemical, mechanical, electrical and thermal properties of
the liquid as it passes through or around its mono-pole magnetic field. The Magnetizer
reduces the kinetics of the crystallization and improves the combustion process,
thereby improving the quality of water (process and potable) as well as reducing use
of hydrocarbon fuels in engines, boilers, heaters or generators.
The surface tension reduction effect of the Magnetizer and stabilized pH improve the
overall water quality. Fluid such as water or crude oil (bunker), when flowing through
pipes produces an electrical potential.
Faraday's law of electrolysis states that "the mass of substance deposited or liberated
from a solution is directly proportional to the quantity of charge which flows through
the circuit."
Therefore mineral deposits on pipes walls are liberated and carried downstream with
water (to be physically removed in closed systems) and injector lines are cleaned of
varnish.
The Magnetizer through its strong single-focus mono-polar field alters enough the
electrical potential of fuel and its electron spin to change its nature from parahydrogen to ortho-hydrogen isomeric state thus heightening its volatility and improving
combustion efficiency. The physical characteristics of crude oil used on ships such as
decreasing viscosity or lowering the cloud point are significantly changed by the
Magnetizer.
This latest generation, state-of-the-art, patented, breakthrough mono-polar and snapon magnetic fluid conditioner helps to substantially reduce costs of fuel in all kinds of
engines, heaters and boilers, etc., and to solve hard water problems in a natural (i.e.
magnetic and non-chemical) and permanent way, thus considerably saving money on
chemicals not used, reduced amount of detergents, on repairs, maintenance,
downtime, etc., without any invasion (modification) of the existing pipe systems and all
this with unprecedented ease of installation and low cost.
Magnetizer is regarded by experts to be the best device of its kind in the world market.
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There are still hundreds of untested, “new” applications, but from thousands of tests
done worldwide and over the 14-year experience with the Magnetizer we can state
that whenever there is flow of liquid, the Magnetizer does improve the process.

CONCLUSIONS
After 14 years of successful Magnetizer installations in water and fuel applications
worldwide it didn’t come to us as a surprie that a positive result in maritime specific
application of desalinating ship’s condensor/evaporator lines (!) could have been
achieved. Being able to solve these three categories of problems in ocean going
vessels we are ready to offer a specialized service for the maritime industry
worldwide. Mundimex has plans and capability to establish Magnetizer Maritime
Service Centers in selected ports worldwide to equip ocean going ships with the
patented Magnetizer fluid conditioning technology.
There is already such a service point in Oslo, Norway. We invite you to collaborate
with us and discuss opening of such a service in a port near you...

PRESS ARTICLES
We have included a “bonus material” for maritime experts reading this document and
interested in the topic of MTF (magnetic treatment of fluids). We have selected two
articles, one from The Coast Guard Engineer Digest and the other from the Military
Engineer, both U.S. government organizations that have tested, purchased and
recommended use of the Magnetizer technology throughout their respective
departments/agencies.
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Appendix IV
Vraag project groep 13-11-13
Wij zien op uw website dat dit systeem alleen voor stationaire dieselmotoren is en wij vragen ons af of dit
systeem ook zou kunnen werken bij grote scheepsdieselmotoren.
Heeft u misschien meer informatie voor ons met betrekking tot de werking en constructie? Zou U dit aan ons
kunnen toesturen.
Als voortstuwingsinstallatie gaan wij uit van de volgende motor:
Type: 2 slag wartsila 8 clinder
RPM: 90-130 rpm
Vermogen: +/- 18000KW
Hier heeft u ook de link van de website waar wij de gegevens van deze motor vandaan hebben
gehaald http://www.wartsila.com/en/engines/low-speed-engines/RT-flex60C .

Antwoord Soottech 07-01-14
Ik zie dat de motor waar het om gaat een 2 takt motor is en heel laag toerig. Dit soort motoren mogen zo goed
als geen tegendruk hebben en dat gaat in combinatie met een gesloten roetfilter bijna niet. De toegestane
tegendruk (< 25 mbar) in combinatie met het opgegeven vermogen zou het filter in vergelijking met de motor
zo groot worden dat het niet meer praktisch is.
Afhankelijk van de toegestane tegendruk van de motor is het eventueel wel mogelijk om een SCR filter te
plaatsen om NOx te reduceren.
Tevens wordt er gebruik gemaakt van HFO. Dit soort brandstof bevat veel zwavel, teveel zwavel kan schadelijk
zijn voor onze katalysatoren.
Hoeveel tegendruk mogen deze motoren precies hebben en wat wordt al verbruikt door eventuele dempers en
het rest van het leidingwerk? Op deze manier kunnen we bepalen hoeveel er nog over blijft voor ons systeem.
Dit is o.a. bepalend voor de grote.
Tevens zouden we de specificaties van het te gebruiken brandstof willen weten. Hoeveel zwavel en andere
stoffen zitten er in?

Antwoord Project groep 10-01-14
De brandstof die wij willen gebruiken is RMH55, in de bijlage staat een tabel met alle stoffen van deze
brandstof.
Deze motor mag een tegendruk van 30 mbar hebben. Deze druk zou volledig gebruikt kunnen worden door het
filter.

Antwoord Soottech 16-01-14
Helaas kunnen wij geen roetfilter aanbieden voor HFO. Misschien dat dit in de toekomst wel mogelijk wordt
echter op dit moment hebben wij daar geen oplossing voor.
Zoals ik al eerder aangaf zou een DeNOx systeem een optie kunnen zijn (het reduceren van NOx). Onze
katalysatoren zijn echter voorzien van speciale coatings waarbij sommige stoffen zeer schadelijk zijn, zie
bijlage. Bij zwavel >1,5% wordt het een speciaal geval. Hier kunnen we eventueel naar kijken als dit voor jou
een optie is?
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Antwoord projectgroep 20-01-14
Dank u wel voor de informatie. Ons onderzoek is alleen gefocust op black carbon uitstoot, maar toch bedankt
voor het aanbod.
Ik heb nog een vraag. Kunt u ons vertellen wat de grote van de installatie zou worden als we deze zouden
toepassen op onze gekozen motor?

Antwoord Soottech 20-01-14
De grote voor het roetfilter zal ongeveer overeenkomen met dat van de motor zelf.
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